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About CLOSER

• Consortium of 8 longitudinal studies, the 
British Library and the UK Data Service

• Funded by the ESRC and the Medical 
Research Council

• Areas of work: data harmonisation, data 
linkage, data search platform, research 
impact and training



Overarching objective

To maximise the use, value and impact 
of the UK’s longitudinal studies



The studies
• Hertfordshire Cohort Study 

• MRC National Survey of Health and Development

• 1958 National Child Development Study

• 1970 British Cohort Study

• Avon Longitudinal Study of Parents and Children

• Southampton Women’s Survey

• Millennium Cohort Study

• Understanding Society



CLOSER Longitudinal 
Communications Network

• Ryan Bradshaw, CLS

• Louise Cullen, ISER

• Janine Ford, USoc

• Tina Horsfall, SWS

• Dara O’Hare, ALSPAC

• Raj Patel, USoc

• Steph Pilling, MRC NSHD

• Meghan Rainsberry, CLS

• Emma Saville, CLS

• Shirley Simmons, HCS



Objectives for today

• Learn from each other

• Get new ideas

• Think about if and how we might share 
learning in the future

• Discuss, discuss, discuss



Programme (morning)

10:30 Housekeeping and opening remarks 

10:45 Participant engagement: a review of current practice 
and what we know about effectiveness
Alison Park, CLOSER and Lisa Calderwood, CLS

11:30 Case study: Participant engagement in the Avon 
Longitudinal Study of Parents and Children
Makaela Jacobs-Pearson, Verity Katuszka and Dara O'Hare, 
University of Bristol 

12:15 Exhibitions, networking and lunch



Programme (afternoon)

13:00 Concurrent discussion sessions 1

14:15 Break to get to your next session

14:20 Concurrent discussion sessions 2

15:35 Engaging different audiences (round table 
discussions)

16:45 Closing remarks and future work

17:00 End



Longitudinal studies and 
participant engagement: current 
practice and what we know about 
effectiveness
Alison Park, CLOSER, UCL Institute of Education
Lisa Calderwood, CLS, UCL Institute of Education



Content

• What we mean by participant engagement, how it 
has changed over time

• Current participant engagement approaches 
among longitudinal studies

• Factors shaping engagement strategies
• What we know about effectiveness
• Concluding thoughts



Approaches to participant 
engagement



Participant engagement 

• Range of ways in which studies engage with 
participants – from advance letters through to 
consultation and advisory groups

• Key constraints
• Feasibility
• Desirability
• Effectiveness



The engagement continuum
Passive Active

Letters, postcards, 
findings

Websites, 
social media

Social events, 
lectures

Participant 
advisory groups, 

consultations

Patient and Public 
Involvement (PPI)

Participatory Action 
Research, Citizen 

Science



Evolving approaches: technology



Evolving approaches: participation



Current practice across 
longitudinal studies



CLOSER engagement survey

Survey carried out by CLOSER in 2015, 26 studies 
responded 
• 14 UK studies
• 8 elsewhere in Europe 
• 4 non-European studies



Exploring the range of participant 
engagement methods

23

21

19

19

19

16

12

10

8

7

7

6

6

Newsletter, bulletins, leaflet etc

Letter(s)/postcard(s)

Participant-facing website(s)

Birthday/Xmas cards

Change of address card

Email(s)

Personalised feedback

Participant-facing social media

Participant advisory groups

Invitations to social events for participants

Games/competitions

Consultation to inform key survey decisions

Participant conferences and talks

Types of participant engagement reported



Incentives

No incentives
(7)

Non-monetary 
incentives (9)

Monetary 
incentives (5)

Monetary and 
non-monetary 
incentives (5)



Factors influencing 
engagement strategies



Factors influencing engagement 
strategies

Background

• Social 
science vs 
biomedical 
traditions

Sample

• Homogeneity
• Life stage
• Size
• Location

Other 
practicalities
• Funding
• Interview 

mode



Factors influencing engagement 
strategies

Cultural 
context
• Public 

confidence 
and trust

Effectiveness

• Evaluation
• Awareness



Effectiveness



Advance notification (x-sectional) 
• Positively associated with participation 
• Length doesn’t matter – little difference 

between letters and postcards  
• Content doesn’t have big impact either?  
• Best practice design features widely used: 

sponsor, official letterhead, authority
• Appeal to reciprocity is effective 



Advance notification (longitudinal)  
• Impact on response rates/retention in 

longitudinal context? 

• Targeted content may be effective at 
boosting response from sub-groups 



Incentives (x-sectional)  
• Effective at boosting response rates
• Unconditional incentives more effective 

than conditional incentives 
• Cash incentives more effective than 

vouchers/payments in kind 
• Higher value incentives are more effective 

than lower value incentives 



Incentives (longitudinal)  
• Unconditional incentives have larger long-

term effect on reducing attrition than 
conditional incentives

• Higher value incentives reduce attrition at 
subsequent wave 

• Reducing incentive amount at later waves 
(or even during the course of a single 
wave) doesn’t seem to have a negative 
impact 

• Cross-wave incentives?



Between-wave mailings 
• Overall effectiveness 

• Inclusion of newsletters  
• Targeted content 



Branding/design of survey materials
• Evidence that professionally designed 

materials can boost participation 
(particularly for certain sub-groups)



Emails 
• Evidence that can boost response rates in 

a web-survey context (along with other 
reminders/contacts) 

• Literature on timing of emails 
• Little evidence of their effectiveness in 

longitudinal context e.g. as part of 
between-wave engagement strategy  



Evidence on effectiveness of other 
strategies? 

• Web/social media?
• Games/Competitions? 
• Personalised feedback?
• Participant advisory groups?
• Events/conferences? 



Summary 



Current state of play

• Array of approaches to participant 
engagement, but most common at more 
passive end of spectrum

• Shaped by combination of feasibility, 
desirability and perceived effectiveness

• Some areas well researched – but little 
evidence about others



The future

• Future challenges
• Increasing non-response 
• Widening range of engagement methods
• (Even) tighter budgets

• Vital we know and share what works 
• Rationale behind today’s event
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Children of the 90s (ALSPAC): a warts-and-all 
account of participant engagement
Dara O’Hare and Makaela Jacobs-Pearson



Hello!

We are:
Makaela Jacobs-Pearson, participation worker
Dara O’Hare, communications and participation manager

Our talk will cover: 
• Events
• Focus groups and advisory panels
• Social media

ALSPAC jargon buster:
ALSPAC = Avon Longitudinal Study of Parents and Children = Children of the 90s
COCO90s = Children of the Children of the 90s
YPs = Young people = original cohort participants
TAP = Teenage Advisory Panel
OCAP = Original Cohort Advisory Panel



ResearchFest

• A conference for participants showcasing CO90s 
research as part of year-long events programme

• Held in Colston Hall Bristol on a Sunday
• Brought together researchers, participants and 

staff (academic and admin) in the planning and 
delivery

• Provided participants with ‘Plain English’ training to 
equip them with skills to work with our researchers 
and collaborators to deliver high-quality lay posters

• Mix of scientific talks and hands-on activities
• Aimed to develop an understanding of 

epidemiology and how CO90s fits in to the bigger 
picture

• Aimed to encourage participation in future CO90s 
data-collection exercises



ResearchFest

• Resource intensive
• High cost per attender
• Big project to coordinate 
• Mainly local, engaged 

participants who attended

• Talks (genes, obesity, cannabis)
• Question Time
• Demos and displays
• Information tables
• Feedback points
• Lay posters
• Roaming researchers
• A participant-made film



• Great success in terms of depth and breadth of engagement
• Participants like this type of event and said it was long overdue
• Felt pride after gaining a better understanding
• Reached wider audience by making footage and resources available online
• http://www.bristol.ac.uk/alspac/events/researchfest2012/

Thank you, a really 
interesting and 
fascinating day

Very interesting day. All the 
speakers were enthusiastic 

and engaging. Puts the 
research into a much bigger 
perspective & highlights its 

importance

Would like to see more 
events like this! It’s nice to 
get some info back having 

given data all my life!

I have had a great day and 
learnt a lot! I can’t wait to 

take part as a sibling! Hope 
an event like this happens 

again soon!

Pleased to see the results of 
our (collective) efforts. 

Thanks for doing this, keep 
up the good work

Thought it was a great idea for the 
people in the study to find out what 

their information has gone on to do and 
become. The day was really nice and 
the people and staff are really friendly! 

Thank you very much

Today has made me 
proud to be part of this 

study. So many 
important findings Really interesting day –

Thanks for acknowledging us 
and the time spent early on. 
It has been so interesting to 

be involved.

http://www.bristol.ac.uk/alspac/events/researchfest2012/


Summer School 2014

• Six talks throughout the summer
• Invitations via newsletter, website and social media
• Booking via Eventbrite
• Mid-week evenings
• In-house event
• Self-catered and staffed
• Variety of topics to appeal to different cohort groups

– The early years
– The teenage years
– Women’s health
– The role of genetics
– Data linkage
– What is next? 

• Lab tours



Summer School 2014

• 158 participants attended the six talks
• Women’s health (menopause) talk was the most 

popular
• Data linkage talk was the least popular
• Overall, successful and very good value for money
• Still biased towards local, engaged participants
• Attendees dwindled towards the end of the 

summer



Children of the Children of the 90s 
(COCO90s) party at Bristol Zoo



COCO90s coffee mornings

• Opportunity to meet other similar aged mums

• First Monday of the month

• Held at Children of the 90s

• Low cost

• Low staff burden



COCO90s seasonal coffee mornings

• Held quarterly
• Local hall 
• Free parking available
• Safe space for children
• Good bank of CO90s toys – bubble machine, ball 

pit, tunnels, tents, beach balls, books, building 
blocks etc.

• Own catering
• Engaging content for social media and website



COCO90s Christmas parties



COCO90s Easter party



COCO90s summer party



Creative workshops for study mothers

• Professor Debbie Lawlor is researching women’s 
health as they go through the menopause

• Holistic approach – physical, mental and 
emotional health

• ‘Time of Our Lives’ qualitative research project, 
Isabel de Salis and Ian Beesley

• Building on this with creative workshops led by 
poet Ian McMillan, cartoonist Tony Husband and 
photographer Ian Beesley to explore themes of 
‘empty nest’ and ‘kinship’

Professor Debbie Lawlor



Creative workshops for study mothers

‘His dad can’t stand football, so I 
took him to his first  football 
match: City vs Rovers (Bristol) –
he has been a fan ever since.’

‘I sobbed, I sobbed all the way back 
(from taking her to university) 
And I was seriously depressed for three or four weeks. 
And now it’s like, almost like a love affair …
because I think oh I’m going to see her 
And then all day I get really, really excited.’



Creative workshops for study mothers
Challenges
• External partners made it difficult to 

coordinate
• Lack of information in advance –
artists used to improvising
• Artists unfamiliar with ethics process
• Practical issues on the night, e.g. 

consenting; partners needing tea! 
Benefits
• Low-budget (in-house, self catered)
• Able to turn qual research into novel 

engagement activity
• Great feedback
• Unwillingness to leave!
• Concrete outputs

• ‘chapbook’ and cartoon
• Visual aspect great for social media

‘Haven't laughed so 
much in ages. Poetic 
delivery was 
amazingly brilliant.’

‘Lively, thought-
provoking, 
clever, 
participative.’

‘Fast-moving, humorous 
and vibrant! All inclusive 
without feeling pressure 
to contribute, really good 
methods!’



• Children of the 90s first set up a participant advisory panel in 2006 (TAP)
• Members have been asked to advise on study documentation, data collection 

proposals and study design
• Members sit on the study’s ethics committee and frequently share their opinions 

about the future of Children of the 90s

Teenage Advisory Panel (TAP)

‘We aim to represent the total 
cohort in our opinions and as 
participants our input is 
valuable to how the study is 
conducted. It’s great to be 
more involved in the study & 
to  contribute to its successes.’



Original Cohort Advisory Panel (OCAP)

• New name to reflect that the members are 
no longer teenagers

• Annual re-enrolment and recruitment
• Introduction of role description
• Update of Terms of Reference 
• Introduction of OCAP committee
• Formalised schedule alongside our ethics 

and internal meetings
• Given ownership to the group
• Opportunities outside of OCAP



Other focus groups

Online Parents 
Advisory Forum

Family 
Newsletter 

Focus Group

Male Fertility 
Focus Group

Breast Tissue 
sub study Focus 

Group

Smoking Study 
Feedback Group

Mums 
Questionnaire 

pilot

COCO90s 
Focus Group

Dads Focus 
Group – F1



21st birthday book

• Book to give to each participant as a Christmas 
present in 2012

• Wanted to involve participants from the outset
• Wrote a ‘job description’ detailing commitment 

required and compensation
• Participants involved every step of the way, including 

remotely (Ireland and Switzerland)
• Participants interviewed (grilled!) the design teams
• Advised on content
• Contributed ideas, art and photography



21st birthday book

They said…

Don’t make it 
too light-hearted 

Make the science 
accessible without 
patronising people

Think about 
accessibility for people 
with dyslexia, visual 
impairments 

Listen!

Each example should 
have some kind of impact 
–‘wow’/smile/laugh

The design 
shouldn’t date 

Elegant/treasure

Celebration 
and thank you



21st birthday book

We listened…

After reading results 
of @CO90s longitudinal study 
published in '21 yrs' milestone 
book I feel so lucky to be part 

of such a worthy cause :)

In absolute awe 
about the fantastic 
findings that have 
come from CO90s!

https://twitter.com/CO90s


Facebook



Facebook – what’s going on at CO90s



Facebook – share our research 



Facebook – involve our participants



Facebook – invitations



Facebook – what to expect



Facebook – communication with participants



Youtube



Instagram



Twitter
• @CO90s
• Audience primarily science community
• Increased from 7 to 1,400+
• Key influencers include Dr Adam Rutherford, 28K followers:

– ‘An epidemiologist’s dream: a terribly important 
longitudinal study, ALSPAC. 14k kids followed since 
1991.’

– ‘The Avon Longitudinal Study of Parents and Children, 
the gold standard of transgenerational research.’

• Followed by some participants who send us updates and 
comment on research, clinics and questionnaires



Twitter

• @stretchygene
• Aimed at participants
• Small (62) but exclusive following!
• Effective way to communicate what goes on 

behind the scenes in a light-hearted way
• Fast, free and fun



Social media guidelines

http://www.invo.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/9982-Social-Media-
Guide-WEB.pdf

http://www.invo.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/Social-media-
guidance-example6.pdf



Want to know more? 
• Come along to Makaela’s 14.20 session

– ‘Involving participants in study design and management’
• Talk to us in the breaks
• Contact us:

– Makaela Jacobs-Pearson
• makaela.jacobs-pearson@bristol.ac.uk

– Dara O’Hare
• dara.ohare@bristol.ac.uk

– www.bristol.ac.uk/alspac
– www.facebook.com/childrenofthe90s
– @CO90s
– @stretchygene
– www.instagram.com/children_of_the_90s/

mailto:dara.ohare@bristol.ac.uk
http://www.bristol.ac.uk/alspac
http://www.facebook.com/childrenofthe90s
http://www.facebook.com/childrenofthe90s
https://www.instagram.com/children_of_the_90s/






12:15 - 13:00 Lunch

Knowledge
Exchange
Workshop

Please head downstairs to the Tavistock Room

Please fill in your evaluation form. Thank you. 
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Ann Barratt
Family Liaison Officer

Liz Andrews*
Senior Research Fellow

www.borninbradford.nhs.uk
CLOSER Knowledge Exchange Workshop

Participant engagement in longitudinal studies
Woburn House Conference Centre, London

Friday 29th January 2016

CHAP BOOKS, TWINS AND  
MOBILE PHONES

http://www.borninbradford.nhs.uk/


Study Launch December 2005



Fathers and babies



Fathers and babies



First Birthday Card



Eighth Birthday Card



New Years Day Baby Grows Up



New Years Day Baby Grows Up



Twins Growing Up



Twins Growing Up



Chap Books 



Mobile Phones for Research



Children’s photos of their meals
at home



2014 Family Festival



BiB and the First World War



Southampton Women's Survey: 
supporting interventions and 

vice versa 

Hazel Inskip

MRC Lifecourse Epidemiology Unit, 
University of Southampton.

January 29th 2016



The Southampton Women’s Survey

3158 births

Children followed-up 
at 6, 12, 24 and 36 
months. Samples 

seen at 4, 6-7, 8-9 
and 11-13 yrs.

12,583 non-pregnant Southampton women aged 
20-34 years interviewed between 1998 and 2002.

Subsequent pregnancies studied, 
ultrasound scans and interviews.

Adapted from  Inskip et al. Int J Epidemiol. 2006



Vitamin D in pregnancy

Vitamin D status in pregnancy 

• linked to bone density at birth and through childhood

• linked to femur shape (akin to rickets) in utero

Leading to MAVIDOS

(MAternal Vitamin D in Osteoporosis Trial)

Some participants in MAVIDOS were in SWS  

Enthusiasm for SWS helped MAVIDOS recruitment

Extra attention in MAVIDOS reinforced enthusiasm for 
continuing with SWS



Poorer quality diet

Poorer quality 
infant diet

Greater fat mass, 
less lean mass and 

lower IQ at age 4

Poorer educational 
attainment

Ill-prepared for 
pregnancy.

Minimal changes 
in diet

Behaviours



Poorer quality diet

Poorer quality 
infant diet

Greater fat mass, 
less lean mass and 

lower IQ at age 4

Poorer educational 
attainment

Ill-prepared for 
pregnancy.

Minimal changes 
in diet

LifeLab



LifeLab Southampton

‘Me, My Health and My 
Children’s Health’

Engaging 13-14 year olds in

• the importance of their diet 
and lifestyle:

for their own health and
their future children 

• inspiring them to take in 
interest in science

Evaluated in a cluster 
randomised trial funded by 
British Heart Foundation



• Education:

Pupils need to understand the science 
behind health issues to make 
informed  judgements about their 
health

97

A healthy 
lifestyle in 
early life

Better health in 
later life and for 
future generations

Educational intervention based on 
research evidence:

• Medical: 



LifeLab aims to provide school students 
with opportunities to:

• Learn how they can improve 
their health and the health of 
their future children through 
increased health and science 
literacy

• Become enthusiastic about 
science, and consider further 
study and careers in scientific 
disciplines

98



LifeLab and SWS

• LifeLab materials draw on SWS findings

• SWS participants and/or their siblings 
are now attending LifeLab

• SWS is seen to be of value

• Enhanced enthusiasm for SWS

• Spreads the word about LifeLab in the 
peer group



100

Early LifeLab engaging MAVIDOS participants soon



Summary and acknowledgments

• Cohort studies can lead to interventions

• When conducted in the same target population they can 
enhance each other

• Generating support for research generally and making 
links between studies can assist in raising enthusiasm 
for research projects 

With thanks to the 
SWS, MAVIDOS and 
LifeLab participants and 
research teams.



Understanding Society

THE UK HOUSEHOLD LONGITUDINAL STUDY

The continuous cycle of 
engagement



Key features of 
Understanding 

Society

Focus on 
household

Longitudinal

Annual 
Interviews

Builds on 
the BHPS

Multi-topic

UK-wide, 
general 

population

Large 
sample 

size

Ethnic 
Minority 
Boost

Biomarker 
and 

genetic 
data

Innovation

Data 
Linkage

Overview of the study

We interview 

the same 

people each 

year to build a 

picture of 

change over 

time in the UK



Overview of participants

• W1 = 61,920 

• W5 = 41,041

• Aged from 10 to 102

• UK-wide locations and variety 

of backgrounds 

• Motivations vary: incentives, 

altruism, belonging/loyalty

• Changing & busy lives: health, 

travel, university, family …

• Communications challenges = 

LARGE SAMPLE SIZE

DIVERSITY & IN FLUX

PRIVACY

Engagement objectives



Aim of engagement

Motivate sample members to

• Respond

• Keep in contact with us

How?

• Make them feel valued by us

• They cannot be replaced

• What they are doing has an 

impact on society

Motivate interviewers to

• Make additional efforts

• Be more effective at persuading 

sample members to become 

participants

How?

• Make them feel valued

• What they are doing has an 

impact on society



The interview is the core – but 
engagement is continual

• The point of highest contact is the annual interview

• But to get to that, we have to maintain a continual effort to engage

• Before the interviewer calls

• During the interview

• After the interviewer leaves



Before the interviewer calls…

Sample member

• Tailored advance 
letter/email

• Incentive

• COA card

• URL of website

• Our contact details

• Social media info



Logo – on all 
communications

Key messages in 
right column

Colour text to 
indicate key 

actions

Emphasise 
importance of 

person

Contact details on 
all communications



Back of letter – more information



Before the interviewer calls…

Interviewer

• Briefing

• Researchers present 
their work

• Examples of research, 
impact and media 
coverage

• Use of videos of heads 
of ISER/agencies 
thanking them

Sample member

• Tailored advance 
letter/email

• Incentive

• COA card

• URL of website

• Our contact details

• Social media info



During the interview: 
Face-to-face engagement

Interviewers and sample members

• Well-trained, experienced, professional interviewers

• Information leaflets about the study (new entrants)

• Case-studies of research



Case study example (double-sided card)



During the interview: 
Face-to-face engagement

Interviewers and sample members

• Well-trained, experienced, professional interviewers

• Information leaflets about the study (new entrants)

• Case-studies of research

• Long fieldwork period – allows greater flexibility to 

fit in with needs of participants

• Thank-you leaflet



After the interview: 
We need to keep engaged

Sample members and interviewers

• Inter-wave mailing reports, with COA





After the interview: 
We need to keep engaged

Sample members and interviewers

• Inter-wave mailing reports, with COA

• Emailed “Participant Updates” quarterly

• Covering recent research, media coverage, links to 
stories about interviewers/participants

• Social media

• Facebook / Twitter / Instagram…



Understanding Society constraints
• Confidentiality of sample members very important

• Cannot risk ‘contamination’ and disclosure of identities



After the interview: 
We need to keep engaged

Sample members and interviewers

• Inter-wave mailing reports, with COA

• Emailed “Participant Updates” quarterly

• Covering recent research, media coverage, links to 
stories about interviewers/participants

• Social media

• Facebook / Twitter / Instagram…

• Web-site



Web-site a key tool for engagement

• Allows sample members to contact us

• Ask questions

• Inform us of a change of address

• News about the study

• Research findings and publications, including full version of 

“Insights”

• Examples of “impact”

• Stories from participants and interviewers

• FAQs

• Copies of past inter-wave mailings



Challenges

• How do we maintain sample member engagement and 

motivation over the coming years? 

• Dealing with increased competition for time

• Moving to a mixed-mode approach, losing the face-to-face 
contact

• How to give sample members a voice and consult with them

• Within the constraints of privacy and confidentiality

• Social media not (currently) suitable

• Anonymous online forum? 

• Decreasing resources – how to maintain, or do more, for less?



The participant engagement team

Dr Jon Burton, Senior Research Fellow jburton@essex.ac.uk

Janine Ford Communications Manager- jlford@essex.ac.uk

Louise Miles, Content Editor lkmiles@essex.ac.uk

Dr Violetta Parutis, Senior Survey Officer vparutis@essex.ac.uk

www.understandingsociety.ac.uk

Twitter: @usociety

Facebook: /Understanding-Society-UK-Household-Longitudinal-Study

mailto:jburton@essex.ac.uk
mailto:jlford@essex.ac.uk
mailto:lkmiles@essex.ac.uk
mailto:vparutis@essex.ac.uk


Optional discussion questions

1. What stifles innovation in participant engagement in your 
study? What facilitates it?

2. How do we know what works? How have you evaluated 
new or innovative methods of engagement?

3. Can you be innovative on a shoe-string budget?



14:15 Break

Knowledge
Exchange
Workshop

Please head to your next session

Please fill in your evaluation form. Thank you. 



Innovative methods of 
engagement 2

Please switch your mobile phones to silent

Knowledge
Exchange
Workshop



5 Ways to help your participants know 
how special they really are…

Dr Robin Morton, KE Manager







Inter-wave retention rates from 

c.55-80%

Participants in the Lothian Birth 
Cohort
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1. Congratulate
them!



2. Ask them 
out to tea



2. Ask them 
out to tea



3. Work with them



3. Work with them



4. Tell everyone 
how special 
they are



4. Tell everyone 
how special 

they are



Chis vanTulliken



I was able to spend a day with Deary and his team 
of exceptional scientists. The enthusiasm was 
palpable... I can think of no more urgent and 
important project for every one of us.
Simon Callow, The Times, 15 February 2010.



5. Tell their
stories



The Times

City Chambers

Art of Ageing

600 video views



5. Tell their
stories



5. Tell their 
stories



5. Tell their 
stories



Still Life Dreaming, Edinburgh Festival Fringe

>700 saw play

The Times

Friday Night 
Review Show

4 * review

"The play reveals some of the results and explores the subject of 
cognitive aging. Which is interesting.  But the human stories are 
better.  The tales that emerged from the individuals who had 
taken the test back in 1947 are now re-told" 



5 Ways to help your participants know 
how special they really are…

1. Congratulate them  

2. Ask them out to tea

3. Work with them

4. Tell everyone how special they are

5. Tell their stories 



“They make you feel important. They take the 
time and trouble to do that... 
I will support it as much as I possibly 
can for as long as I possibly can”

Thanks to all the LBC Participants and staff





A happy respondent
is a participating respondent

Best practices in the LISS panel

Josette Janssen

January 29, 2016

Knowledge Exchange Workshop

London



LISS panel

4,600 households, comprising 7,000 persons, 
aged 16+

Online panel 

Probability sample drawn from address 
sampling frame of Statistics Netherlands

Contacted by CATI/CAPI interview and

includes households without internet

access who are provided a simPC and/or 
internet connection

2/9/2016
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Fieldwork

- Every month (30 minutes)

- Invitation by email

- Two reminder emails if not participated
1.5 weeks and 3 days before end of 
fieldwork period

Survey topics: health, economic situation, 

social relationships (family/friends), religion, 
work, schooling, politics, culture, mobility, 
leisure time et cetera…

Also methodological: vignettes, mixed-mode

2/9/2016
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Panel management system
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Sleepers (dormant Rs)

LISS definition:

A panel member who did not complete a Q 
for a period of three months.

But… action taken after 2 months…

and 3 months (… and longer if need be)

After all: sleeping leads to attrition!

2/9/2016
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Sleepers (dormant Rs) (2)

2/9/2016
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Sleepers (dormant Rs) (3)

Short interview with 3 Qs:
- Main reason you have not participated for a while?

- Why did you decide to participate as a panel 
member?

- What do you think about the length of the Qs?

2/9/2016
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Screening comments/remarks

Rs comment at end of Q on all sorts of 
things.

Every comment is screened by panel 
management.

.

2/9/2016
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Work flow Time Use Research

2/9/2016
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Work flow SHARE/LISS

2/9/2016
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How to make/keep R happy…

• Monetary incentive of 15 euro per hour

• Newsletter with results of studies

• Participation in innovative projects such
as accelerometer, smartphone (time use
research/mobility), bathroom scale

• (Instruction) Videos for special 
occasions

• Free internet access and computer on 
loan (if need be)

• Website for Rs with FAQ, contact info, 
results, videos by researchers

2/9/2016
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Helpdesk

 Telephone: every weekday, 3 evenings, 
and on Saturday & Sunday

 Technical support (by phone, 
Teamviewer, or at R’s home), even for
non-survey/non-panel related problems

 Secondary technical support by supplier
of simPC/internet

 Contact also by email and through
message on Q screen

2/9/2016
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Happy?

In the LISS panel we try to make every R 
feel valued and heard, by our actions 
and by the information given to them. 

Rs are not treated as just a ‘panel member 
number’. 

Every contact is registered and the panel 
management can look at every R’s 
contact history. Rs do not need to
explain things twice, even if someone
else from panel mgt. is on the phone. 

2/9/2016
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What did not work well…

• Information in folder with FAQ, how to
start etc.

• Electronic greeting cards to be sent to
friends and family

• Set of (paper) greeting cards

2/9/2016
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Thank you

More information about the LISS panel:

www.lissdata.nl

Email: jjanssen@uvt.nl
2/9/2016
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Optional discussion questions

1. How is innovation different for studies that cannot reveal 
their participants’ identities
(even to each other)?

2. What does innovation look like when participants enter 
old age?

3. What stifles innovation in participant engagement in your 
study? What facilitates it?



15.35-16.45    Engaging different audience types
(round table discussions with refreshments)

Knowledge
Exchange
Workshop

Please note that you will hear ‘please change’ at 15-minute intervals. You 
may then switch tables, or stay at the same table for the entire 70 minutes if 

you wish. 

Please fill in your evaluation form. Thank you. 



16:45 Closing remarks and discussion on future 
participant engagement training or events

17:00 End

Knowledge
Exchange
Workshop



Participant engagement in 
longitudinal studies

Knowledge
Exchange
Workshop

Please fill in your evaluation form. Thank you. 

Wi-Fi: Woburn House Conference Centre 
Password: igitor


